Strategic reduction of help before dispersal in a cooperative breeder
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In cooperative breeders, sexually mature subordinates can either queue for chances to inherit the breeding position in their natal group, or disperse to reproduce independently. The choice of one or the other option may be flexible, as when individuals respond to attractive dispersal options, or they may reflect fixed life-history trajectories. Here, we show in a permanently marked, natural population of the cooperatively breeding cichlid fish Neolamprologus pulcher that subordinate helpers reduce investment in territory defence shortly before dispersing. Such reduction of effort is not shown by subordinates who stay and inherit the breeding position. This difference suggests that subordinates ready to leave reduce their investment in the natal territory strategically in favour of future life-history perspectives. It seems to be part of a conditional choice of the dispersal tactic, as this reduction in effort appears only shortly before dispersal, whereas philopatric and dispersing helpers do not differ in defence effort earlier in life. Hence, cooperative territory defence is state-dependent and plastic rather than a consistent part of a fixed life-history trajectory.

1. Introduction

In cooperative breeders, offspring usually delay dispersal from their natal territory [1]. When reproductively mature, they have two options to obtain a breeding position: they may either queue in their natal group to inherit the dominant breeding position or disperse elsewhere when breeding vacancies arise [1,2]. These strategies can be flexible, e.g. individuals may respond to current changes in expected fitness benefits from queuing or dispersing, irrespective of their previous behaviour and developmental history [3]. Alternatively, individuals may be predetermined for philopatry or dispersal by genetic, parental or early environmental effects, i.e. these strategies would reflect fixed life-history trajectories [4].

Field studies investigating dispersal often suffer from limited possibilities to recapture dispersers reliably. A recent study of paper wasps Polistes dominulus demonstrates convincingly that helpers with long nest tenure spend higher cooperative effort than those with short tenure but it was unable, for instance, to exclude that individuals classified as dispersed just might have died early [5]. Hence, studies that can reliably differentiate dispersal from mortality can provide valuable insight into the ecology of cooperative breeding [6].

This is particularly important when studying the strategic adjustment of helpers’ behaviour to the decision to stay in or leave the natal territory. In the cichlid Neolamprologus pulcher, laboratory experiments showed that large subordinates reduce their investment in energetically costly territory maintenance when dispersal options are available [7]. Strategic helping adjusted to expected future fitness payoffs has also been demonstrated in the hover wasp...
Liostenogaster flavolineata, where subordinates adjust helping effort to the chance to inherit the territory and the expected number of helpers they will then have [3]. Furthermore, observational evidence suggests that extra territorial prospecting of male subordinate meerkats Suricata suricatta is traded off against cooperative effort in the home territory [8].

It is yet unclear, however, whether and how subordinate group members of cooperative breeders in nature adjust their helping effort before leaving the natal territory, even when a dispersal option has not yet turned up. Helpers that have decided to leave should anticipate dispersal by a strategic reduction of effort at home. Here, we report on the effort in cooperative territory defence and maintenance of subordinates in groups of N. pulcher before and after (i) dispersal or (ii) territory inheritance. We monitored dispersed individuals and compare their behaviour pre- and post-dispersal with that of philopatric group members pre- and post-inheritance of their territory. We predicted that if subordinates adjust helping effort strategically to their future life-history trajectory, individuals that have decided to disperse or to stay should differ in cooperative effort before dispersal or territory inheritance. Prospective heirs of their natal territory should show high investment, particularly in territory defence, whereas prospective dispersers should reduce their investment in costly cooperation before leaving home.

2. Methods

(a) Study species

Neolamprologus pulcher is a cooperatively breeding cichlid endemic to Lake Tanganyika, East Africa. The fish were studied in 10–12 m depth at Kasalale Point, Zambia (8°46.849’S, 31°04.882’E) from September to December 2009 and September to December 2010. Groups contain up to 25 subordinates participating in cooperative territory defence, territory maintenance and brood care [9]. Subordinates remain in their natal group queuing for dominance, or they disperse into other groups, usually long after sexual maturity [2,9]. Dispersal distances of up to 50 m have been recorded, but most dispersal distances do not exceed 10 m [10].

(b) The study protocol

Individuals were captured, measured, fin clipped and individually marked with elastomer before release back in their original group. We marked 341 individuals in 96 cooperative groups. We surveyed marked individuals weekly together with group size and composition, and recorded dispersal and territory inheritance. Their behaviour was recorded 3–7 times during the study for 7 min each using a standardized focal observation protocol and Observer software (Noldus Inc.) on waterproof packed Psion computers. Focal recordings included the frequency of territory defence (attacks against predators and conspecifics from other territories) and territory maintenance (digging events to remove sand from a shelter). Data are deposited in the Dryad repository [11].

(c) Behavioural analyses

(i) Long-term behavioural differences

We assessed whether the individuals that dispersed or inherited a breeding position between December 2009 and September 2010 already differed in their behaviour one to ten months prior to the takeover events. This analysis includes all observations (N = 118) conducted in the field season 2009 on individuals that were recaptured in 2010, taking into account the takeover type of the breeding position. This dataset includes n = 31 subordinate individuals of which 20 inherited the natal territory and 11 dispersed. Behavioural data were averaged before they were analysed with a linear model using the program R [12]. The data were log transformed and after fitting the model, residual plots were used to confirm that no assumption of the statistical model was violated. If linear models could not be used, non-parametric tests were applied.

(ii) Behavioural differences shortly before takeover

We analysed a dataset of 16 individuals observed shortly before and shortly after dispersal or inheritance (maximum time interval: two months). These individuals were observed in 2010 when they had either dispersed (n = 7) or inherited a breeding position at home (n = 9) during this field season. In total 80 observations were conducted on these focal individuals (32 on dispersers and 48 on territory heirs). We fitted generalized linear mixed models with the R packages lme4 [13] and nlme [14], and included the takeover type (dispersal or inheritance) and the observation period (before or after takeover) as two fixed factors with two levels each. In addition, we included the individual identity as a random factor. First, we fitted full models including the interaction of the fixed factors and reduced non-significant factors stepwise, starting with the highest order interaction. Terms that dropped out of the model are presented with the coefficient and p-value at which they did so.

3. Results

(a) Behaviour of individuals long before their dispersal or territory inheritance

The behaviour of N. pulcher 1–9 months before obtaining a breeding position did not differ between individuals that dispersed and individuals inheriting the territory, neither in their investment in territory defence against predators (mean ± s.e. heirs: 1.50 ± 0.36; mean dispersers: 2.34 ± 0.46; linear model: heirs: Est = 0.75 ± 0.12; dispersers: Est = 0.34 ± 0.21, p = 0.11; N = 31) and conspecific members of other groups (mean heirs: 0.18 ± 0.06; mean dispersers: 0.11 ± 0.06; Mann–Whitney test, p = 0.48; N = 31) nor in territory maintenance (mean heirs: 0.66 ± 0.30; mean dispersers: 1.10 ± 0.33; Mann–Whitney test, p = 0.10; N = 31).

(b) Behaviour of individuals shortly before their dispersal or territory inheritance

Prior to dispersal and inheritance, dispersers showed significantly less defence effort against predators than philopatric individuals (figure 1 and table 1). However, after dispersal or inheritance, territory defence rates did not differ, suggesting that defence effort increased more strongly after dispersal than after inheritance (significant interaction of takeover type × period; figure 1 and table 1). Territory defence against conspecific intruders was higher prior to dispersal or inheritance than thereafter, but did not differ between individuals pursuing different takeover types (table 1). Dispersers and heirs did not differ in their territory maintenance, but all individuals enhanced territory maintenance after acquiring dominance status (table 1).
 Helpers of *N. pulcher* invested differently in cooperative territory defence, depending on their future life history perspective. Subordinates that later dispersed exhibited less territory defence shortly before dispersal, suggesting an anticipatory adaptive response to their specific future life history. Participation in cooperative tasks in this species can serve as payment from subordinates to the dominant individuals to be accepted in the territory [15,16]. In addition, subordinates can benefit from territory defence if they inherit breeding status in their territory and benefit from group augmentation caused by their investment. Both mechanisms, independently or in conjunction, can select for costly investment of helpers that stay in the territory, but not of individuals that will soon disperse to breed elsewhere. It is possible that dispersers left voluntarily, or alternatively they got evicted. Either way, dispersers changed their behaviour shortly before dispersal, suggesting contingency between the change of behaviour and subsequent dispersal.

A similar strategic reduction of investment prior to dispersal is shown by paper wasps, where subordinates reduce cooperative foraging and tend to rest more in the nest prior to dispersal [5]. To our knowledge, however, this field study is the first to combine information about the survival of subordinate group members to successful inheritance or dispersal, and the cooperative behaviour preceding distinctively different forms of group takeover. Furthermore, post dispersal behavioural data reveal that individuals that dispersed increased their investment in predator defence in the new group in comparison to the behaviour they showed in their group of origin. Hence, the detected differences in cooperative behaviour are not due to differential body condition or survival potential (cf. [5]), which provides new insight into the ecology and evolution of dispersal and cooperative breeding.

Our results are consistent with a previous laboratory experiment showing that potential dispersal options cause large *N. pulcher* helpers to reduce investment in their home territory [7]. However, the implications of our results differ in important aspects from this previous evidence. We compared individuals successfully dispersing or inheriting a breeding position in a natural population, whereas in the previous study dispersal options were experimentally provided, but actual dispersal did not happen in most cases [7]. Hence, it was not clear if the behavioural change was a response to a specific life-history trajectory, or if helpers merely respond to changes in dispersal and breeding opportunities as indicated by habitat parameters. Furthermore, we found in this study that adaptive behavioural decisions were made already...
before breeding vacancies arose. This implies that subordinate *N. pulcher* anticipate dispersal and adjust their investment at home before their decision to leave can be implemented. This has important implications for the social system, because vacancies for dispersing individuals are usually created by predation events, which are difficult to predict. Nevertheless, *N. pulcher* helpers appeared to adjust their helping effort strategically to upcoming dispersal already when the territory to which they would disperse was not yet determined and available. As contributions to territory defence at a longer interval (1–9 months) before successful dispersal or inheritance did not differ from each other, this behaviour is apparently strategically adjusted rather shortly before dispersal, suggesting strategic investment reduction rather than a consequence of fixed life-history trajectories [4]. If fixed life-history trajectories cause consistent behavioural variation among individuals, theoretical models predict that this variation should be observed already early in life, and should persist beyond dispersal or territory inheritance [4]. The second prediction was also not met by our data: after acquiring a breeding position, individuals did not differ in their territory defence, regardless whether they had dispersed or inherited.
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